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Wild slots tm free classic vegas slots games

The big one was fun but now I'm losing! It was amazing, I went from 200 and something a thousand to over a million!!! When would. I hit, I'm happy and I keep playing. It was another big hit today. This is my favorite game, I especially said it today to get my thoughts off thi ngs other! This is a
good start. I'm starting to like this game more every day! This has been my favorite game for quite a long time, it hits quite often for fun! A very good start again tonight!! Great start, let's keep going up!! I really need the last hit! I always try to save 1 million for my husband to play in the
morning, but Like the game and when I keep playing, I lose it! That's one big hit! I just started, and I hit 3star7 times 2. I wish I could take him to the bank! A big hit, wait for more! 2 big hits tonight... I left it at over 3 million!!! It's the only slot game I've played. Biggest hit I've ever had! Thins
are more like IT! Bring you as close as possible to exciting journeys as slot machines, Aladdin &amp;amp; The Magic Quest™ slot introduces a seat motion system. In this entirely immersive experience, including 3D graphics, sound and movement, players enjoy an unprecedented
experience with motion effects programmed to perfectly align with in-game events. Enjoy three unique bonus rounds in this game-changing slot adventure. A community game that can be enjoyed by up to 6 players at the same time. Featuring a variety of fishing events, there are 4 types of
all-player fishing competitions and 3 types of single-player fishing games. In addition, the giant fish appears to stretch across several 60-inch LCD screens. The Big Buck Hunter® Pro Video Slot takes players outdoors with state-of-the-art graphics and a jumbo-™ Duo screen. Experience the
hustle and bustle of bagging a deer trophy, Big Horn sheep, or Whitetail deer at Big Buck Bonus. If players prefer not to shoot, they can play more traditional Free Games or bonus style selects on the player interface. Like its predecessor, JAWS™ Night Hunter is based on Universal Studios'
classic Academy Award-winning box office smash. Jaws' exclusive series of jackpot video reels combines iconic JAWS music, movie trailers and symbols to deliver an action-packed and unforgettable player experience. JAWS is all about hunting and thrill chasing and bringing a new level of
excitement. Choose your character and start solving mysteries in the CLUE slot! After each of the seven bonuses (four unlockable) set in the famous CLUE mansion, you'll be on the edge of a chair as you try to solve mysteries and win progressives. Through the mechanics of the game
uniquely, if one player fails to solve the mystery, the next player who tries to solve it will have a better chance of solving the mystery and winning the jackpot! Songs topping the 9 To 5 and Two Doors Down charts brought Dolly Parton to the casino floor. Innovative and unique bonus features
and live concert clips give front row players to see one of the greatest players of all time. The selection of interactive juke-box-style songs creates an unparalleled concert experience where players choose from Dolly's most memorable songs as they play. Grease® a beloved classic musical
for its Americana, delights players with its Rydell High Yearbook! This yearbook highlight offers players one of five exciting additional features for a fun and nostalgic victory! All up, the honorable Judge Judy is here to hand out handsome tributes. Take the law into your own hands with one
of the most popular daytime television shows in history. Players 'argue their case' as plaintiffs or defendants during your Case Group Bonus Pleading you want the best, you get the best! Players looking for a unique multi-array game, original game mechanics, and rockin' soundtrack need
look no further – the KISS® slot will set your floor to Rock and Roll All Nite and party every day. The new multi-array basic game can deliver one, two or three sets of bonus reels on any round, each enhanced with a low removed symbol, WILD or WILD reel. In addition there are three
interesting bonuses, including the KISS Alive Bonus to pick up exciting new election bonuses set to a soundtrack that's Hotter than Hell. Michael Jackson King of Pop thrills players with its Platinum Bonus Spin, two unique Free Games features, and Moonwalk Wilds! The King of Pop™ with
some hit songs to complement the exciting game game! Join Frankenstein, Dracula, The Wolf Man, and more in our first premium slot featuring Universal Monsters™ of your favorite classic horror movies! The thrill keeps coming with several Monster and Monster Spin themed features,
where Monsters descend from the top box to make up to 49 WILD Clumped on one round! In addition there are Free Spin Bonus Monster Jackpots that allow players to choose their volatility as they work to catch Monsters and uncover the keys to the chance at the top jackpot! The
innovative version of the popular table game, Lucky Big Wheel™ has ultra-large wheels and an automatic lever that allows players to have the opportunity to turn the wheel. Aruze Gaming's Award Winning multi-player game, Lucky Sic Bo™, features a high-impact main display that will
interest you. The 32-inch wide and high-resolution LCD screen prominently displays progressive amounts, game results, and past data for everyone to see, allowing customers who are not playing to feel how the game is played and stimulate their desire to play. Shoot To Win Craps™ is the
ideal game for beginners and advanced players who want to play this game in a new way. Just like the fun and excitement of live table games, Shoot To Win Craps™ included to shoot the dice. The game offers players the opportunity to shoot the dice by pressing the innovative Shooter
Button while the betting screen illustrates the layout of betting options on the player's monitor. In the Super Team® slot, players create customizable heroes that travel with through bonuses every time they get into the game. Their heroes join two teams of fifteen total unique heroes to travel
through three unique bonuses. Players accumulate Hero Points to unlock additional bonuses and hero customization options in this exciting slot adventure designed for players looking for constant random bonus action. The Super Team slot gives players an exciting persistent country game
and the advanced technology they've been waiting for!. This exciting jungle adventure has five unique high frequency hit bonus features, and is a progressive four-level with a top jackpot of $250,000. High-quality graphics and sound, featuring Tarzan's unforgettable screams and
entertaining features including progressive wheel features, will set players back again! Click fans of your heel slot – we're not in Kansas anymore! This is the next generation of THE WIZARD OF OZ™ slot fans have been waiting for, on the game Gamefield xD ™ amazing. The super-high
definition 32 dual vertical screen creates a visual playground that will trap players with unique games that are unprecedented on the casino floor. Both themes, Haunted Forest &amp;amp; Emerald City, make full use of the cabinet configuration with wheelbased bonus selection and unique
Glinda the Good Witch™ and Winged Monkey features like never before! Sometimes you want a game where everyone knows the name. Join Sam, Norm, Cliff, and your other favorite characters from classic television in the cheers video slot™. Interesting wheel-based features in basic
games and free spins combined with clips and audios from the show's entertaining cast to create one slot you want to play again and again. 5 or more WHEEL symbols in the basic game give lucky round bonus wheel spins for mini bonus opportunities or multiplier up to 100x given Cheers
Credits. Better yet, you only need the 3 WHEEL symbol in Free Spins for your turn on the Lucky Round Wheel Bonus. Book a round of CHEERS slots for your casino today! Armed Bandit One turned to this page. For the album, see One-Armed Bandit (album). Slot Machine redirects here.
For the band, see Slot Machine (band). The fruit machine is turning to this page. For other uses, see Fruit machine (disambiguation). Pokies redirects here. For other uses, see Pokey (disambiguation). Casino gambling machines Row of digital-based slot machines inside McCarran
International Airport in Las Vegas Slot machines (American English), known variously as fruit machines (English English), puggy (Scottish English),[1] slots (English Canadian and American English), poker machines/pokies (English Australian and British New Zealand), fruits (English
English) or slots (English American), are gambling machines that create game opportunities for Slot machines are also known pejoratively as one-arm bandits due to large mechanical levers affixed to the sides of early mechanical machines and and the ability to empty the player's pockets
and wallets as thieves would. [2] The standard layout of slot machines features a screen featuring three or more reels that rotate when the game is activated. Some modern slot machines still include levers as skeuomorphic design properties to trigger games. However, early engine
mechanics have been replaced with random number generators, and most are now operated using buttons and touch screens. Slot machines include one or more currency detectors that validate forms of payment, whether coins, cash, vouchers, or tokens. The machine pays according to
the pattern of symbols displayed when the reels stop spinning. Slot machines are the most popular gambling method in casinos and constitute about 70% of the average U.S. casino revenue. [3] Digital technology has produced variations on the original slot machine concept. Because
players basically play video games, manufacturers can offer more interactive elements, such as advanced bonus rounds and more varied video graphics. Etymology The term slot machine comes from the slot on the machine to insert and retrieve coins. [4] Fruit machines come from
traditional fruit drawings on spinning rolls such as lemons and cherries. [5] The 1899 history of the Liberty Bell engine, produced by Charles Fey. The plaque marks the location of Charles Fey's San Francisco workshop, where he found a three-roll slot machine. The location is California
Historical Landmark. Sittman and Pitt from Brooklyn, New York developed gambling machines in 1891 which were the predecessors of modern slot machines. It contains five drums holding a total of 50 card faces and is based on poker. These machines proved very popular, and soon many
bars in the city had one or more of them. Players will insert a nickel and pull the lever, which will rotate the drums and cards they hold, the player hopes for a good poker hand. There is no direct payment mechanism, so a pair of kings might get a free beer player, while a royal flush can pay
for a cigar or drink; the prize depends entirely on what the company will offer. To increase the odds for the home side, two cards are usually removed from the deck, ten shovels and a heart jack, doubling the odds against winning the royal flush. Drums can also be reset to further reduce a
player's chances of winning. Due to the large number of possible victories in the original poker-based game, it proved practically impossible to create a machine capable of providing automatic payments for all possible winning combinations. At one time between 1887 and 1895,[6] Charles
Fey of San Francisco, California designed a much simpler automatic mechanism[7] with three rotating scrolls containing a total of five symbols: horse shoes, diamonds, shovels, hearts and liberty bells; The bell gave the machine its name. By replacing ten cards with five and use three reels
instead of five drums, drums, the winning reading was greatly reduced, allowing Fey to design an effective automated payment mechanism. Three bells in a row produced the largest yield, ten nickels (50:). Liberty Bell was a huge success and gave birth to a rapidly growing mechanical
gaming equipment industry. After a few years, the device was banned in California, but Fey still couldn't keep up with their requests from elsewhere. Liberty Bell machines are so popular that they are copied by many slot machine manufacturers. The first, also called Liberty Bell, was
produced by manufacturer Herbert Mills in 1907. By 1908, many bell machines had been installed in most cigar shops, sedans, bowling alleys, brothels, and barber shops. [8] Early machines, including the 1899 Liberty Bell, are now part of the Fey Collection at the Nevada State Museum. [9]
The first Liberty Bell machine produced by Mills used the same symbol on the scroll as charles fey's original. Soon after, other versions were produced with patriotic symbols, such as flags and wreaths, on wheels. Later, a similar machine called Bell Operator was manufactured which
included the option to add gum seller attachments. Like the gum on offer is the taste of the fruit, the symbol of the fruit is placed on the rolls: lemon, cherry, orange and plum. Bells are retained, and images of Bell-Fruit Gum sticks, the origin of the bar symbol, are also present. This set of
symbols proved very popular and was used by other companies that started making their own slot machines: Caille, Watling, Jennings and Pace. [10] A common technique used to circumvent gambling laws in a number of states is to give food gifts. For this reason, a number of gumball and
other vending machines were deemed in disbelief by the court. Two cases of Iowa state v. Ellis[11] and State v. Striggles[12] are both used in criminal law classes to describe the concept of dependence on authority as it relates to non excusat axiomical ignorantia law (ignorance of the law is
not an excuse). [13] In this case, the mint vending machine was declared a gambling device because the machine would, with internally produced opportunities, sometimes give the next user a number of tokens that could be exchanged for more sweets. Regardless of the appearance of the
results of subsequent use on the machine, the court ruled that [t]his machine appealed to the player's tendency to gamble, and that was [a] representative. [14] In 1963, Bally developed the first full electromechanical slot machine called Money Honey (although previous machines such as
the Bally High Hand lottery poker machine had demonstrated the basics of electromechanical construction as early as 1940). His electromechanical work made Money Honey the first slot machine with a baseless hopper and automatic payments of up to 500 coins without the help of officers.
The popularity of this machine led to the increasing predominance of electronic gaming, with the side lever soon becoming vestigial. First video slot developed in 1976 in Kearny Mesa, California by Fortune Coin Co. based in Las Vegas. The machine uses a modified 19-inch (48 cm) Sony
Trinitron color receiver for screens and logic boards for all slot-machine functions. The prototype is mounted in a full-size slot-machine cabinet and is show-ready. The first production unit was trialled at the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel. After several modifications to defeat the cheating attempt, the
video slot machine was approved by the Nevada State Gaming Commission and eventually found popularity on the Las Vegas Strip and at downtown casinos. Fortune Coin Co. and its video slot machine technology were purchased by IGT (International Gaming Technology) in 1978.
[Citation needed] The first American video slot machine to offer a second screen bonus round was Reel 'Em In, developed by WMS Industries in 1996. [16] This type of machine has appeared in Australia from at least 1994 with the game Three Bags Full. [17] With this type of machine, the
screen changes to provide different games where additional payments can be given. Operation Wheel of Fortune slot machines at a casino in Las Vegas. This special slot machine is themed to the TV game show Wheel of Fortune. RUUSU and Tuplapotti RAY slot machines in Finland
Depending on the machine, players can enter cash or, in the admission ticket machine, exit ticket, paper ticket with barcode, into the slot specified on the machine. The machine is then activated using a lever or button (either physical or on a touch screen), which activates the rotating reels
and stops to rearrange the symbols. If the player matches the winning symbol combination, the player gets credit based on the payment list. Symbols vary depending on the theme of the machine. Classic symbols include items such as fruits, bells, and seven stylish fortunes. Most slot
games have themes, such as aesthetics, location, or specific characters. Symbols and other bonus features of the game are usually in tune with the theme. Several themes are licensed from popular media franchises, including movies, television series (including game shows such as Wheel
of Fortune), entertainers, and musicians. Multi-line slot machines have become more popular since the 1990s. These machines have more than one payline, which means that visible symbols that are not aligned on the main horizontal can be considered a winning combination. Traditional
three-roll slot machines generally have one, three, or five paylines while video slot machines may have 9, 15, 25, or as many as 1024 different paylines. Most receive variable amounts of credit to play with, with 1 to 15 credits per line being typical. The higher the bet amount, the higher the
payout if the player wins. One of the main differences between video slot machines and roll machines is the way payments are calculated. With a reel machine, the only way winning the maximum jackpot is to play the maximum number of coins (usually three, sometimes four or even coins



per round). With a video machine, the payout value is still multiplied by the number of coins per line at stake. In other words: on the reel machine, the odds are more favorable if the gambler plays with the maximum number of coins available. [18] However, depending on the game structure
and bonus features, some video slots may still include features that increase payout odds by making increased bets. Eschew's multi-way game keeps paylines in favor of allowing symbols to pay anywhere, as long as there are at least one of at least three consecutive reels from left to right.
Multi-way games can be configured to allow players to bet by-reel: for example, on games with a 3x5 pattern (often referred to as a 243-way game), playing a single reel allows all three symbols in the first reel to potentially pay, but only the middle line pays on the remaining reels (often
designated by darkening the parts of the reel that are not used). Other multi-way games use 4x5 or 5x5 patterns, where there are up to five symbols on each reel, allowing up to 1,024 and 3,125 ways to win respectively. Australian manufacturer Aristocrat Leisure brands the games featuring
these systems as Reel Power, Xtra Reel Power and Super Reel Power respectively. Variations involve patterns where symbols pay close to each other. Most of these games have hexagonal reel formations, and like multi-way games, any pattern that is not played in the dark because it is
used. Denominations can range from 1 cent (slot cent) to $100.00 or more per credit. The latter are commonly known as high limit machines, and machines configured to allow such bets are often located in special areas (which may have separate teams of officers to meet the needs of
those playing there). The machine automatically calculates the amount of credit the player receives in exchange for cash being entered. Newer machines often allow players to choose from a selection of denominations on a splash screen or menu. Bonus terminology is a special feature of a
particular game theme, which is activated when certain symbols appear in winning combinations. Bonuses and bonus feature amounts vary depending on the game. Some bonus rounds are special free spin sessions (amounts that are often based on winning combinations that trigger
bonuses), often with a series of different winning combinations or modified as the main game and/or other multiplier or increased frequency of symbols, or mechanical hold and replay in which certain symbols (usually marked with credit scores or other prizes) are collected and locked in
place over a limited number of rounds. In other bonus rounds, players are presented with several items on the screen to choose from. Because the player selects an item, a certain amount of credit and given. Some bonuses use mechanical devices, such as rotating wheels, that work
together with bonuses for the amount won. Candles are light on top of slot machines. It blinks to warn operators that changes are needed, hand payments are requested or potential problems with the machine. This can be turned on by the player by pressing the service or help button.
Carousel refers to the grouping of slot machines, usually in circular or oval formations. Hopper coins are containers where coins that are immediately available for payment are held. Hopper is a mechanical device that rotates coins into a coin tray when players collect credits/coins (by
pressing the Cash Out button). When a certain preset coin capacity is reached, the coin diverter automatically diverts, or drops, excess coins to a drop bucket or drop box. (Hopper coins that are not used can still be found even in games that exclusively use The Entrance Ticket technology,
Exit Ticket, as vestige.) A credit meter is a display of the amount of money or the amount of credit on the machine. On mechanical slot machines, this usually displays seven segments, but video slot machines usually use stylish text that fits the game's theme and user interface. Bucket drop
or drop box is a container located at the base of the slot machine where excess coins are diverted from the hopper. Typically, drop buckets are used for low denomination slot machines and drop boxes are used for high denomination slot machines. The drop box contains a hinged lid with
one or more keys while the drop bucket does not contain a lid. The contents of the drop bucket and drop box are collected and calculated by the casino on a scheduled basis. EGMS is short for Electronic Gaming Machine. Free spins are a common form of bonus, where a series of rounds
are automatically played at no cost on the current player's bet. Free spins are usually triggered through the scattering of at least three designated symbols (with the number of rounds depending on the number of symbols landing). Some games allow free spin bonuses for retriggers, which
adds an extra round on top of the one already awarded. There is no theoretical limit to the number of free spins that can be obtained. Some games may have other features that can also trigger during free spins. Hand payments refer to payments made by officers or at exchange points
(cages), rather than by slot machines themselves. Hand payments occur when the payment amount exceeds the maximum amount set by the slot machine operator. Typically, the maximum amount is set at the rate at which the operator must start deducting taxes. Hand payments can also
be required as a result of a short salary. Hopper fill slip is a document used to record the replenishment of coins in the coin hopper after it becomes depleted as a result of making payments to players. The slip indicates the number of coins placed into the hopper, as well as the signatures of
employees involved in the transaction, slot machine number and location and MEAL Book (Machine entry authorization log) is a employees' entry into the machine. Low-level or tilted slot machines include benches so players can sit down. Stand-up or upright slot machines are played while
standing. The optimal game is the percentage of returns based on gamblers using optimal strategies in skill-based slot machine games. A payline is a line that crosses one symbol on each reel, where the winning combination is evaluated. Classic rotating reel machines usually have up to
nine paylines, while video slot machines may have as many as a hundred. Paylines can be of various shapes (horizontal, vertical, italic, triangular, zigzag, etc.) Persistent circumstances refer to passive features on some slot machines, some of which can trigger bonus payments or other
special features if certain conditions are met from time to time by the player on that machine. [19] Roll-up is the process of dramatizing victory by playing a vote while the meter counts to the amount that has been won. Short salaries refer to partial payments made by slot machines, which
are less than the amount due to players. This happens if the coin hopper has run out as a result of making an early payment to the player. The amount left over because the player is paid as a hand payment or the officer will come and refill the machine. Causar is a combination of payments
based on the designated event symbol landing anywhere on the roll, rather than falling sequentially on the same payline. Scatter payments usually require a minimum of three symbols to land, and machines can offer increased prizes or jackpots depending on the amount landed. Scatters
are often used to trigger bonus games, such as free spins (with the number of rounds doubling based on the number of causal symbols landing). Scatter symbols usually can't be matched using wild, and some games may require scatter symbols to appear on consecutive reels to pay. In
some multiway games, the scatter symbol still pays in disused areas. Taste is a reference to the small amounts often paid to keep players seated and keep betting. Only rarely will the machine fail to pay even the minimum out for a few pulls. The slot machine display screen in Tilt tilt mode is
a term derived from the tilt switch of the electromechanical slot machine, which will create or break circuits when tilted or tampered with that trigger the alarm. While modern engines no longer have tilted switches, any kind of technical fault (door switches in the wrong state, motorel failure,
paper run out, etc.) is still called tilt. A theoretical containment worksheet is a document provided by the manufacturer for each slot machine that indicates the theoretical percentage that the machine must hold based on the amount paid. The worksheet also shows the arrangement of the roll
strips, Coins that may be played, payment schedules, number of reels and other descriptive information of a particular type of slot machine. Certain. or variance refers to the size of the risk associated with playing slot machines. Low volatility slot machines have regular but smaller wins, while
high variance slot machines have fewer but bigger wins. Weight amount is an American term that refers to the total value of coins or tokens removed from a bucket drop slot machine or drop box to be calculated by the casino's hard counting team through the use of scale scales. Wild
symbols replace most of the other symbols in the game (similar to joker cards), usually excluding scatter symbols and jackpots (or offering lower prizes on non-natural combinations that include wild). How the joker behaves depends on the specific game and whether the player is in a bonus
or free game mode. Sometimes wild symbols may only appear on certain scrolls, or have the opportunity to accumulate throughout the scroll. Pay table Main article: Pay table Each machine has a table that lists the amount of credit a player will receive if the symbol is listed in the payment
table row on the machine's pay line. Some symbols are wild and can represent many, or all, of the other symbols to complete the winning line. Especially on older machines, pay desks are listed on the face of the machine, usually above and below the area containing the wheels. On video
slot machines, they are usually contained in the help menu, along with information about other features. Historical Roll Technology, all slot machines use mechanical rotating reels to display and determine results. Although the original slot machine used five reels, it was simpler, and
therefore more reliable, three reel machines quickly became standard. The problem with the three reel machines is that the number of combinations is only cubic - the original slot machine with three physical reels and 10 symbols on each reel has only 103 = 1,000 possible combinations.
This limits the ability of manufacturers to offer large jackpots because even the rarest events have a 0.1% probability. The maximum theoretical payment, assuming 100% return to the player will be 1000 times the bet, but it will not leave room for another salary, make the machine very high
risk, and also quite boring. Although the number of symbols eventually increased to about 22, allowing 10,648 combinations,[20] the size of this still limited jackpot as well as the number of possible results. However, in the 1980s, slot machine manufacturers incorporated electronics into their
products and programmed them to weight certain symbols. Thus the likelihood of losing symbols appearing on the payline becomes disproportionate to their actual frequency on physical rolls. The symbol will only appear once on the reels displayed to the player, but it can, in fact, occupy
several stops on some reels. In 1984 Inge Telnaes patent for the device titled, Electronic Gaming Devices Use Random Number Generators to Select Roll Stop Positions (US Patent 4448419),[21] which states: It is important to make machines that are to present a greater payment
opportunity than actually exists within the legal limits that the game of chance must operate. [22] The patent was later purchased by International Game Technology and has since expired. Virtual scrolls that have 256 virtual stops per roll will allow up to 2563 = 16,777,216 final positions.
Manufacturers can choose to offer a $1 million dollar jackpot on a $1 bet, confident that it will only happen, in the long run, once every 16.8 million plays. Computerized With microprocessors now everywhere, computers inside modern slot machines allow manufacturers to assign different
probabilities to each symbol on each roll. For players it may appear that the symbol of victory is so close, whereas in fact the probability is much lower. In the 1980s in England, machines that embodies microprocessors became common. It uses a number of features to ensure payments are
controlled within the bounds of gambling laws. As a coin is inserted into the machine, it can go directly into the cash box for the benefit of the owner or into the channel that makes up the payment reservoir, with microprocessors monitoring the number of coins in this channel. The drum itself
is driven by a stepper motor, controlled by a processor and with proximity sensors monitoring the position of the drum. The search desk in the software allows the processor to know what symbols are displayed on the drum to the gambler. This allows the system to control the payment rate
by stopping the drum at a predetermined position. If the payment channel has been filled, the payment becomes more generous; if it is almost empty, the payment becomes less so (thus giving good control of the opportunity). Video slot machines Video slot machines do not use mechanical
reels, instead using graphics reels on computerized screens. Since there are no mechanical constraints on the design of video slot machines, games often use at least five reels, and can also use non-standard layouts. This greatly expands the number of possibilities: the machine can have
50 or more symbols on the reels, giving odds as high as 300 million to 1 fight - enough for even the biggest jackpots. Since there are so many possible combinations with five rolls, manufacturers don't need to give the payment symbol weight (although some may still do). Conversely, higher
payment symbols will usually only appear once or twice on each roll, while more common symbols getting more frequent payments will appear many times over. Video slot machines usually make wider use of multimedia, and can feature more complicated minigames as a bonus. Modern
cabinets usually use flat panel screens, but cabinets use larger curved screens (which can provide a great experience depth for players) is not uncommon. [23] Video slot machines usually encourage players to play multiple lines: instead of just taking the middle of the three symbols shown
on each reel, the line can go away top left to bottom right or any other pattern specified by the manufacturer. Since each symbol is equally possible, there is no difficulty for the manufacturer in allowing the player to take as many lines as offered as a wish - long-term returns to the player will
be the same. The difference for players is that the more lines they play, the more likely they are to be paid on a given round (because they bet more). To avoid it seems as if the player's money is just receding (whereas the payment of 100 credits on a one-line machine will be 100 bets and
the player will feel they have made a big win, on a 20-line machine, it will only be five bets and it seems insignificant), manufacturers usually offer bonus games, which can return many times their bets. Players are encouraged to keep playing to achieve bonuses: even if he loses, bonus
games can allow then to win back their defeats. Random number generators All modern machines are designed using pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs), which continue to produce simulated random number sequences, at a rate of hundreds or perhaps thousands per second. As
soon as the Play button is pressed, the latest random number is used to determine the result. This means that the result varies depending on exactly when the game is played. A fraction of a second earlier or later and the results will be different. It is important that the machine contains high
quality RNG implementation. Because all PRNG eventually have to repeat their sequence of numbers[24] and, if the period is short or prng is flawed, advanced players may be able to predict the next result. Having access to PRNG code and seed value, Ronald Dale Harris, a former slot
machine programmer, found similarities for certain gambling games like Keno that allowed him to predict what the next set of selected numbers would be based on previously played games. Most machines are designed to beat this by generating numbers even when the machine is not
played so players cannot know where in order, even if they know how the machine is programmed. Percentage of rent payments Examples and perspectives in this section may not represent the display of the subject worldwide. You can improve this section, discuss issues on the talk page,
or create new sections, as they should be. (April 2019) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Slot machines are usually programmed to pay as a winning 0% to 99% of the money valued by players. This is known as the percentage of theoretical payments or RTP, back to
the player. The minimum theoretical payment percentage varies between jurisdictions and is usually determined by law or regulation. For example, the minimum payout in Nevada is 75%, in New Jersey 83%, and in Mississippi The winning pattern on slot machines - the amount they pay
and the frequency of such payments - carefully to make a fraction of the money paid into the house (slot machine operator) while returning the rest to the player during play. Suppose a particular slot machine costs $1 per round and has a return to the player (RTP) of 95%. It can be
calculated that, in a fairly long period of time such as 1,000,000 rounds, the machine will return an average of $950,000 to its players, who have put in $1 million during that time. In this example (simplified), slot machines are said to pay 95%. The operator keeps the remaining $50,000. In
some organizations the development of EGMS this concept is referred to only as par. Par also manifests itself to gamblers as a promotional technique: Our 'Loose Slots' have a 93% return! Play now! [Citation needed] The theoretical payment percentage of slot machines is set at the factory
when the software is written. Changing the percentage of payments after slot machines are placed on the gaming floor requires a physical exchange of software or firmware, which is usually stored on EPROM but can be loaded onto non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM) or even
stored on a CD-ROM or DVD, depending on the machine's capabilities and applicable regulations. Based on current technology, this is a time consuming process and therefore rarely done. [Citation needed] In certain jurisdictions, such as New Jersey, EPROM has a clear seal and can only
be changed in the presence of Gaming Control Board officials. Other jurisdictions, including Nevada, randomly audit slot machines to ensure that they contain only approved software. Historically, many casinos, both online and offline, have been unwilling to publish RTP figures of individual
games, making it impossible for players to know if they are playing loose or tight games. Since the turn of the century some information about these figures has begun to enter the public domain either through the various casinos that released them — especially this applies to online casinos
— or through studies by independent gambling authorities. [Citation needed] His return to the player is not the only interesting statistic. The probability of any payment at the payroll table is also important. For example, consider a hypothetical slot machine with a dozen different values in the
payment table. However, the probability of getting all payments is zero except the largest. If the payout is 4,000 times the input amount, and it happens every 4,000 times the average, returning to the player is exactly 100%, but the game will be boring to play. Also, most people won't win
anything, and having an entry on the payroll that has zero returns would be deceptive. Since the probability of this individual is a closely guarded secret, it is possible that the advertised machine with a high return to the player only increases the probability of this jackpot. Casinos can legally
place machines with similar-style payments and that some machine machines 100% back to the player. An added advantage is that this huge jackpot increases the excitement of other players. The probability table for a given machine is called probability and accounting reports or PAR
sheets, also PARS is commonly understood as Paytable and Reel Strips. Mathematician Michael Shackleford revealed PARS for one commercial slot machine, the original International Gaming Technology Red White and Blue machines. This game, in its original form, is outdated, so this
specific probability does not apply. He only published the opportunity after his fans sent him some information provided on slot machines posted on machines in the Netherlands. The psychology of machine design is quickly revealed. There are 13 possible payments ranging from 1:1 to
2,400:1. The 1:1 payout comes every 8 plays. The 5:1 payout comes every 33 plays, while the 2:1 payout comes every 600 plays. Most players assume the possibility of an increase is comparable to the payment. One mid-size payment designed to give players a thrill is an 80:1 payout. It's
programmed to happen on average once every 219 plays. The 80:1 payout was high enough to create excitement, but not high enough to make it possible that players would take their winnings and leave the game. Most likely the player starts the game with at least 80 times the bet (e.g.
there are 80 quarters in $20). In contrast the 150:1 payout only occurs on average once every 6,241 plays. The highest payout of 2,400:1 only occurs on average once every 643 = 262,144 plays because the machine has 64 virtual stops. Players who continue to feed the machine may have
some mid-size payments, but are unlikely to have large payments. He quit after getting bored or exhausted in his bankroll. [Citation needed] Despite their confidentiality, sometimes PAR sheets are posted on the website. They have limited value to players, as usually the machine will have 8
to 12 different programs with varying payouts. In addition, a slight variation of each machine (for example, with a double jackpot or playing five times) is always developed. Casino operators can choose which EPROM chips to install on specific machines to select the desired payment. The
result is that there isn't really a thing like this type of high return machine, because every machine potentially has some settings. From October 2001 to February 2002, columnist Michael Shackleford obtained PAR sheets for five different nickel machines; four AUSTIN Powers IGT games,
Fortune Cookie, Leopard Spots and Wheel of Fortune and one game produced by WMS; Reel 'em In Without disclosing proprietary information, he developed a program that would allow him to define with typically less than a dozen plays on each machine for which an EPROM chip is
installed. Then surveyed more than 400 machines at 70 different casinos in Las Vegas. He averages the data, and sets the average return to machines in every casino. The resulting list is widely published for marketing purposes (especially by top-ranked Palms casinos). [Citation needed]
One of the reasons that slot machines are so profitable for casinos is that players have to play high home edge and high payout bets along with low home edge and low payout bets. In more traditional betting games such as craps, players know that certain bets have almost a 50/50 chance
of winning or losing, but they only pay a limited multiple of the original bet (usually no higher than three times). Other bets have a higher home advantage, but players are rewarded with bigger wins (up to thirty times in craps). The player can choose what kind of bet he wants to make. Slot
machines don't give you that kind of opportunity. Theoretically, the operator can make this probability available, or allow the player to choose which one so that the player is free to make a choice. However, no operator has ever enacted this strategy. Different machines have different
maximum payouts, but without knowing the chances of getting the jackpot, there is no rational way to distinguish. In many markets where central monitoring and control systems are used to connect machines for auditing and security purposes, usually in a vast network of areas of multiple
places and thousands of machines, player returns usually have to be changed from a central computer rather than on each machine. Various percentages are set in the game software and selected remotely. In 2006, the Nevada Gaming Commission began working with the Las Vegas
casino on technology that would allow casino management to change games, opportunities, and payments remotely. Changes cannot be made instantly, but only after the selected machine is idle for at least four minutes. Once the change is made, the machine must be locked to the new
player for four minutes and display a message on the screen informing potential players that changes are being made. [25] Several varieties of slot machines can be linked together in settings sometimes known as community games. The most basic form of this arrangement involves
progressive jackpots being shared between machine banks, but may include multiplayer bonuses and other features. [26] In some cases, some machines are connected in several casinos. In this case, the machine can be owned by the manufacturer, who is responsible for paying the
jackpot. Casinos rent out machines instead of owning them outright. Casinos in New Jersey, Nevada, and South Dakota now offer multi-state progressive jackpots, which now offer larger jackpot pools. [27] Mechanical slot machine scams and their coin receivers are sometimes vulnerable to
fraud and other fraud. One historical example involved twisting coins with short lengths of plastic wire. The weight and size of the coins will be accepted by the machine and credits will be given. However, however, made by plastic wire will cause the coin to come out through a refusal
parachute to the payment tray. This particular scam became obsolete due to improvements to newer slot machines. Another outdated method to beat slot machines is to use a light source to confuse optical sensors used to count coins during payment. [29] Modern slot machines are
controlled by EPROM computer chips and, in large casinos, coin receivers have become obsolete in favor of bill recipients. These machines and their bill acceptor aks are designed with sophisticated anti-cheating and anti-counterfeiting measures and are hard to fool. Early computerized
slot machines are sometimes tricked through the use of cheating devices, such as sliders, monkey claws, lightwand and tongues. Many of these old cheating devices were made by the late Tommy Glenn Carmichael, a slot machine fraudster who reportedly stole more than $5 million. [30] In
modern times, the whitest slot machines were entirely deterministic and thus the results were sometimes predictable successfully. [31] A malfunctioning electronic slot machine jackpot error was able to show the jackpot winnings far exceeded those advertised. [32] Two such cases occurred
at casinos in Colorado in 2010, where software errors caused indicated jackpots of $11 million and $42 million. [Citation needed] Analysis of machine records by the country's Gaming Commission revealed errors, with true jackpots substantially smaller. [33] State gaming laws do not require
casinos to honor payments. United States law in the United States, the availability of public and private slot machines is strictly regulated by state governments. Many countries have established game control boards to regulate the ownership and use of slot machines and other forms of
gaming. Nevada is the only state that has no significant restrictions on slot machines for both public and private use. In New Jersey, slot machines are only allowed in hotel casinos operated in Atlantic City. Some states (Indiana, Louisiana and Missouri) allow slot machines (as well as
casino-style gambling) only on licensed river boats or permanent anchored barges. Since Hurricane Katrina, Mississippi has removed the requirement that casinos on the Gulf Coast operate on barges and now allow them on land along the coastline. Delaware allows slot machines on three
horse tracks; they are regulated by the state lottery commission. In Wisconsin, bars and taverns are allowed to have up to five machines. These machines usually allow players to take payments, or gamble on double side games or none at all. The Puerto Rican territory places significant
restrictions on slot machine ownership, but the law is widely flogged and slot machines are common in bars and coffee shops. [34] In relation to tribal casinos located on Native American reservations, slot machines play against the house and operate independently of centralized computer
systems it is classified as a Class III game by the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA), and is sometimes promoted as a Vegas-style slot machine. [35] To offer Class III games, tribes must be compact (agreements) with states approved by the Interior Department, which may contain
restrictions on the type and quantity of such games. As a solution, some casinos can operate slot machines as Grade II games—a category that includes games where players play exclusively against at least one opponent and not a home, such as bingo or related games (such as pull tabs).
In this case, the reel is a display of entertainment with predetermined results based on the centralized game played against other players. Under the IGRA, Grade II games are governed by individual tribes and the National Indian Gaming Commission, and do not require additional approval
if the state already permits tribal games. [37] Several historical race betting terminals operate in the same way, with machines using slots as entertainment displays for paid proceeds using parimutuel betting systems, based on randomly selected and previous race results (with players able
to view selected details about races and adjust their options before playing credits, or using automated betting systems). [38] Private ownership of Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, Nevada, Ohio, Rhode Island, Texas, Utah, Virginia, and West Virginia does not place
restrictions on private ownership of slot machines. By contrast, in Connecticut, Hawaii, Nebraska, South Carolina, and Tennessee, private ownership of any slot machines is strictly prohibited. The remaining states allow slot machines of a certain age (usually 25-30 years) or slot machines
produced before a certain date. For a detailed list of state-by-state regulations on private slot machine ownership, see U.S. state slot machine ownership regulations. The Canadian Government of Canada has minimal involvement in gambling outside the Canadian Penal Code. In essence,
the term lottery scheme used in code means slot machines, bingo and table games that are usually associated with casinos. It is under provincial or territorial jurisdiction without reference to the federal government; in practice, all Canadian provinces operate board games that oversee
lottery, casino, and video lottery terminals under their jurisdiction. OLG is trialing a classification system for slot machines at Grand River Raceway developed by University of Waterloo professor Kevin Harrigan, as part of playsmart's initiative for responsible gambling. Inspired by nutrition
labels on food, they feature metrics such as volatility and payment frequency. [39] Australia's Australian Poker Machines or pokies[40] are officially called gaming machines. In Australia, gaming machines are for the state government, so the laws vary between states. The gaming machine
was found in (roughly one in every major city), pubs and clubs in some states (usually sports, social clubs, or rsl). The first Australian state to legalize this style of gambling was New South Wales, when in 1956 they were made legal in all registered clubs in the state. There have been
suggestions that the proliferation of poker machines has led to an increase in the level of problem gambling; however, the exact nature of this link is still open to research. [41] In 1999 the Australian Productivity Commission reported that almost half of Australia's gaming machines were in
New South Wales. At the time, 21% of all gambling machines in the world were operating in Australia and, on a per capita basis, Australia had about five times as many gaming machines as the United States. Australia ranked 8th in the total number of gaming machines after Japan, the US,
Italy, the UK, Spain and Germany. This is mainly because gaming machines have been legal in the state of New South Wales since 1956; over time, the number of machines has grown to 97,103 (as of December 2010, including the Australian Capital Territory). By comparison, the U.S.
State of Nevada, which legalizes gaming including slots decades before the N.S.W., has 190,135 slots in operation. [42] Revenue from gaming machines in pubs and clubs accounted for more than half of the $4 billion in gambling revenue collected by the state government in the 2002–03
fiscal year. [Citation needed] In Queensland, gaming machines in pubs and clubs must provide a return rate of 85%, while machines located in casinos must provide a 90% rate of return. [Citation needed] Most other states have similar provisions. In Victoria, gaming machines must provide
a minimum return rate of 87% (including jackpot contributions), including machines at Crown Casino. On December 1, 2007, Victoria banned gaming machines that received $100 notes; all gaming machines made since 2003 comply with this rule. The new law also prohibits machines with
automatic play options. One exception is at Crown Casino for each player with a VIP loyalty card: they can still enter a $100 note and use the autoplay feature (where the machine will automatically play until the credits run out or the player intervenes). All gaming machines in Victoria have
an information screen accessible to users by pressing the i key, showing the rules of the game, paytables, returning to the percentage of players, and the top and bottom five combinations with their odds. This combination is stated to be played on a minimum bet (usually 1 credit per line,
with 1 line or reel played, although some newer machines do not have the option to play 1 line; some machines may only allow the maximum line to be played), excluding feature wins. Western Australia has the strictest rules on electronic gaming machines generally, with Crown Perth's
casino resort being the only permitted place to operate it,[43] and prohibiting slot machines with fully rotating reels. This policy has history, reaffirmed by the 1974 Royal Commission into Gambling:[44] Playing Poker machines is an unreasonable, repetitive and dangerous form of gambling
that has many unwanted features. It requires no thinking, no skills or social contacts. The odds aren't about winning. Watching people play machines for long periods of time, the impressionist evidence at least is that they are addicted to many people. Historically poker machines have been
banned from Western Australia and we consider that, in the public interest, they should remain banned. While Western Australia's gaming machines are similar to other states', they don't have rotating reels. Therefore different animations are used as a replacement for rotating reels to
display each game result. Nick Xenophon was elected on the Independent No Pokies ticket in the South Australian Legislative Council at the 1997 South Australian state election on 2.9 per cent, re-elected at the 2006 election on 20.5 per cent, and was elected to the Australian Senate at
the 2007 federal election at 14.8 per cent. Independent candidate Andrew Wilkie, an anti-pokies campaigner, was elected to the Seat of the Australian House of Representatives Denison at the 2010 federal election. Wilkie was one of four crossbenchers who backed the Gillard Labor
government following the hung parliament result. Wilkie soon began a relationship with Xenophon as soon as it became clear that he was elected. In return for Wilkie's support, the Labor government sought to apply precommitment technology to high-intensity/high-intensity betting poker
machines, against opposition from Tony Abbott's Coalition and club Australia. During the COVID-19 2020 pandemic, every establishment in the country that facilitates poker machines is closed, in an effort to curb the spread of the virus. Bringing the effective use of Australian poker
machines to zero. [45] Russian In Russia, slot clubs showed up quite late, only in 1992. Before 1992, slot machines were only in casinos and small shops, but then slot clubs began to appear across the country. The most popular and numerous are the Vulcan 777 and taj mahal. Since 2009
when gambling venues were banned, almost all slot clubs have disappeared and are found only in specially authorized gambling zones. Rows of old fruit machines at Teignmouth Pier, Devon One's armed bandits in the Wookey Hole Caves Slot machine are covered by the Gambling Act
2005, which replaced the Gaming Act 1968. [46] Slot machines in the UK are categorized by definition produced by the Gambling Commission as part of the Gambling Act 2005. Category machines Maximum bet (from January 2014) Maximum prize (from January 2014) A Unlimited
Unlimited B1 £5 £10,000 or if the game has a progressive jackpot that could be £20,000 B2 £100 (in multiples £10) £500 B3 £2 £500 B3A £1 £500 B4 £2 £400 C £1 £100 or £200 If jackpot repeated (various) 10p to £8 £8 cash or £50 Non-cash built casinos built provisions of the 1968 Law
are permitted to accommodate up to twenty B–D category machines or a number of C–D machines. As defined by the 2005 Law, large casinos can have a maximum of one hundred and fifty machines in a combination of category B–D (subject to a 5:1 machine-to-table ratio); Small casinos
can have a maximum of eighty machines in a combination of B-D categories (subject to a 2:1 machine-to-table ratio). Category A Category A games are defined in preparation for the planned Super Casino. Although the lengthy bidding process with Manchester was chosen as the sole
planned location, the development was cancelled soon after Gordon Brown became Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. As a result, no legitimate Category A games in English Category B games are divided into subcategories. The difference between B1, B3 and B4 games is mainly bets
and prizes as defined in the table above. The category B2 games - Fixed odds betting terminals (FOBTs) - have quite different betting and reward rules: FOBTs are mainly found in licensed betting stores, or bookmakers, usually in the form of electronic roulette. The game is based on a
random number generator; thus the probability of each game to hit the jackpot independent of the other game: the probability is all the same. If the pseudorandom number generator is used instead of a completely random one, the probability is not independent because each number is
determined at least in part by the previously generated one. Category C Category C games are often referred to as fruit machines, armed one bandits and AWP (entertainment with prizes). Fruit machines are commonly found in pubs, clubs and arcades. The machines generally have three
but can be found with four or five reels, each with 16-24 symbols printed around them. The reels are spun each game, from which the appearance of a certain combination of symbols results in the payment of their associated victories by the machine (or the alternate initiation of the
subgame). These games often have many additional features, tracks, and subgames with the chance to win money; usually more than can be won than just payments on a combination of reels. Fruit machines in the UK almost universally have the following features, generally chosen
randomly using a pseudorandom number generator: A player (known in the industry as a kicker) can be given the opportunity to hold one or more reels before spinning, meaning they will not spin but instead retain the symbols displayed but instead be calculated normally for the play. This
can sometimes increase the chances of winning, especially if two or more reels are held. Players can also be given a certain amount of encouragement after a round (or, on some machines, as a result in a subgame). Thrust is the rotation of the reel step selected by the player (the machine
may not allow all nudge to play a certain). Cheats can also be provided on the internet or via newsletters sent by email to This cheating gives the player the impression of an advantage, whereas in reality the percentage of payments remains exactly the same. The most widely used cheat is
known as hold after nudging and increases the chances that the player will win following a failed push. The machine from the early 1990s did not advertise the concept of hold after the push when this feature was first introduced, it became very popular among players and was widespread
among the releases of new machines that are now well advertised on the machine during play. It is characterized by on-screen messages like DON'T HOLD ANY or LET 'EM SPIN and is a designed feature of the machine, not cheating at all. It is known for machines to pay multiple jackpots,
one after the other (this is known as a streak or rave) but each jackpot requires a new game to be played so as not to break the law about the maximum payout on one game. Usually this involves the player simply pressing the Start button where one credit is taken, regardless of whether this
causes the reel to spin or not. The minimum payout percentage is 70%, with pubs often setting payments at around 78%. More Japanese information: Japanese slot machine Pachinko, known as pachisuro (パチスロ) or pachislot from the word pachinko and slot machines, is a descendant
of traditional Japanese pachinko parlors. Slot machines are a fairly new phenomenon and they can be found mostly in the living room of pachinko parlors and adult parts of the entertainment arcade, known as the game center. The machine is set with integrated circuits, and has six different
levels changing odds of 777. This level gives a rough result of between 90% to 160% (200% for skilled players). Japanese slot machines can be defeated. Salon operators naturally arrange most machines to simply raise money, but deliberately put some paying machines on the floor so that
at least someone wins,[citation needed] encouraging players on the losing machine to keep gambling, using the psychology of gambler error. Although there are many varieties of pachislot machines, there are certain rules and regulations put forward by the Association of Electronic
Technology and Security Communications (技協会), an affiliate of the National Police Agency. For example, there should be three scrolls. All reels must be accompanied by buttons that allow the player to stop them manually, the reels may not rotate faster than 80 RPM, and the reels must
stop within 0.19 seconds of pressing the button. In practice, this means that the machine cannot let the scroll slip more than 4 symbols. Other rules include a 15 coin payment cap, a 50 credit cap on the machine, a maximum bet of 3 coins, and other regulations. [Citation needed] Although
payment of 15 coins may seem fairly low, regulations allow for Big Bonus mode (approx. 400–711 coins) and Regular Bonus (approx. 110 where these 15 coin payments occur almost continuously until the bonus mode is complete. While the machine is in bonus mode, bonuses, players are
entertained with special victory scenes on lcd screens, and energized music is heard, payment after payment. The other three unique features of the Pachisuro machine are stock, renchan, and tenjō (天貽). On many machines, when enough money to buy a bonus is taken, the bonus is not



immediately awarded. Usually the game just stops making the reels slip from the bonus symbol to some games. If the player fails to reach the bonus during this standby game, it is added to the stock for later collection. Many games today, after completing the bonus round, set the probability
of releasing additional stock (obtained from the previous player failing to get the bonus the last time the machine stopped making the reels slip briefly) is very high for the first few games. As a result, the lucky player can play several consecutive bonus rounds (renchan), making a payment of
5,000 or even 10,000 coins possible. The lure of stock awaits in the machine, and the possibility of renchan tempts the gambler to continue feeding the machine. To tempt them further, there is a tenjō (ceiling), the maximum limit on the number of games between stock releases. For
example, if the tenjō is 1,500, and the number of games played since the last bonus is 1,490, the player is guaranteed to release the bonus in just 10 games. Because of the stock, renchan, and tenjō system, it is possible to make money just by playing machines where someone has just lost
a large amount of money. It's called a hyena. They are easily recognizable, wandering the aisles for kamo (suckers in English) to leave the machine. In short, regulations allowing stocks, renchan, and tenjō transformed pachisuro from a low-stakes form of entertainment just a few years ago
into hardcore gambling. Many people may gamble more than they can afford, and large payouts also lure the kind of hyenas that can't be topped up to gambling halls. To address this social problem, a new regulation (Version 5.0) was adopted in 2006 that limits the maximum amount of
stock a machine can hold to about 2,000-3,000 coins worth of bonus games. In addition, all pachisuro machines should be re-evaluated for regulatory compliance every three years. Version 4.0 came out in 2004, so that means all machines with up to 10,000 coin payments will be removed
from service in 2007. Problem gambling and slot machines Natasha Dow Schüll, associate professor in New York University's Department of Media, Culture and Communication, uses the term machine zone to describe the immersion state that slot machine users experience during
gambling, where they lose a sense of time, space, body awareness, and monetary value. [47] Mike Dixon, PhD, professor of psychology at the University of Waterloo,[48] studies the relationship between slot players and slot machines. In one of Dixon's studies, slot players were observed
experiencing increased arousal from stimulus that comes from the machine. They're Them to show that these 'disguised defeats as victories' (LDWs) will be just as eawaking victories, and more arousing than ordinary defeats. [49] Psychologists Robert Breen and Marc Zimmerman[50][51]
found that video slot machine players achieved debilitating levels of engagement with gambling three times faster than those who played traditional casino games, even if they had gambled regularly on other forms of gambling in the past without any problems. Eye-tracking research at local
bookkeeping offices in the UK suggests that, in slot games, slot reels dominate the visual attention players and problem gamblers see more often on messages that are won sums than those without gambling problems. [52] The 2011 60 Minutes Slot Machines: The Big Gamble report[53]
focused on the relationship between slot machines and gambling addiction. Mills Novelty Co. Horse Head Bonus antique slot machine Skill stopped the Skill stop button preceding Bally's electromechanical slot machines in the 1960s and 70s. They appeared in mechanical slot machines
produced by Mills Novelty Co. in the early mid-1920s. These machines have modified the reel-stop arms, allowing them to be released from the time bar, earlier than in the normal game, simply by pressing a button on the front of the machine, which is located between each reel. The Skill
stop button was added to several slot machines by Zacharias Anthony in the early 1970s. It allows players to stop each reel, allowing the skill level so as to meet the New Jersey gaming laws of the day that require players to be able to control the game in several ways. The original
conversion applied to about 50 bally slot machines of the final model. Since ordinary machines stop reels automatically in less than 10 seconds, weights are added to the mechanical timer to extend the automatic roll stoppage. By the time the New Jersey Alcoholic Beverage Commission
(ABC) had approved the conversion for use in a New Jersey arcade, the word was out and every other distributor started adding skill stops. The machines were a huge hit on the Jersey Shore and Bally's remaining unconverted machines were destroyed because they had become instantly
obsolete. [Citation needed] See also Casino European Gaming &amp;amp; Amusement Federation List of topics of probability Pachinko Problem gambling Progressive Jackpot Machine quiz usa rules of ownership of slot machines state Video bingo Video Lottery Terminal Video poker
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29, 2006GenreNewsmagazineCreate ByDon HewittPresented byLesley StahlScott PelleyBill WhitakerJohn DickersonSee Correspondent underCountry from OriginUnited StatesOriginal languageEnglishNo. season53No. episode2.325 (as of December 3, 2017[update])
[1]ProductionExecutive ProducerDon Hewitt (1968–2004)Jeff Fager (2004–2018)Bill Owens (February 17, 2019–2019)Setupmulti-cameraRunning time42 minutes camera setupmulti-cameraRunning time42 minutes[citation needed] (60 minutes with ads, 60 minutes with ads,
titled)Production companyCBS News ProductionsCBS ProductionsDistributorCBS Television DistributionCBS News RadioReleaseOriginal networkCBSPicture format480iHDTV 720pHDTV 1080i[2]Original releaseSeptember 24, 1968 (1968-09-24) –presentChronologyRelated show60
Minutes (Australia)48 HoursFace the NationCBS Overnight NewsExternal linksWebsite 60 Minutes is an American television news magazine broadcast on the CBS television network. Debuted in 1968, the program was created by Don Hewitt, who chose to distinguish it from other news
programs using a unique style of investigation centered on journalists. In 2002, 60 Minutes ranked sixth on the TV Guide list of the 50 Greatest TV Shows of All Time,[3] and in 2013, it ranked 24th in the magazine's list of the 60 Best Series of All Time. [4] The New York Times called it one of
the most respected news magazines on American television. [5] Broadcasting the history of The Beginning of the Year Since the beginning of the show in 1968, the opening of 60 Minutes featured a stopwatch. [6] Aristo's (Heuer) design first appeared in 1978. On October 29, 2006, the
background changed to red, the color of the title text changed to white, and the stopwatch was shifted to an upright position. This version was used from 1992 to 2006 (square 721 type was changed in 1998). External video panel discussion on the 30th anniversary of 60 Minutes at the
Newseum, featuring Ed Bradley, Esther Hartigainer, Don Hewitt, Josh Howard, Steve Kroft, Mary Lieberthal, Andy Rooney, Morley Safer, Philip Scheffler, Lesley and Mike Wallace The program uses a magazine format similar to the Canadian program W5, which had premiered two years
earlier. That's It many of the most important investigative journalism procedures and techniques, including re-editing interviews, hidden cameras, and gotcha journalism visits to the home or office of the investigative subject. [7] Similar programs emerged in Australia and Canada during the
1970s, as well as in local television news. [7] Originally, 60 Minutes aired as a two-weekly show hosted by Harry Reasoner and Mike Wallace, debuted on September 24, 1968, and alternated Sunday with other CBS News productions on Tuesday night at 10 p.m..m Eastern Time. The first
edition, described by Reasoner in its opening as a kind of magazine for television, featured the following segments: A look inside the headquarters suite of presidential candidates Richard Nixon and Hubert Humphrey during the party's respective national conventions this summer;
Comments by European writers Malcolm Muggeridge, Peter von Zahn, and Luigi Barzini Jr. on the American electoral system; Commentary by political columnist Art Buchwald; Interview with then-Attorney General Ramsey Clark about police brutality; A Digression, a scripted brief in which
two silhouetted men (one of whom Isy Rooney) discusses a presidential campaign; A short version of Saul Bass's Academy Award-winning short film Why Man Creates; and Meditation by Wallace and Reasoner on the relationship between perception and reality. Wallace said the show aims
to reflect reality. The first key to the magazine's cover was a photo of two police helmets (for Clark's interview segment). Wallace and Reasoner sit in chairs on opposite sides of the set, which has a cream-colored background; The more famous black background (which is still in use in
2020[update]) did not appear until the following year. The logo is in helvetica type with the word Minutes spelled in all lowercase letters; the logo most associated with the show (rendered in Square 721 type with Minutes spelled in capital letters) didn't appear until about 1974. Furthermore, to
expand the magazine's motives, the producer added Vol. xx, No. xx to the title display on the chroma key; modeled after volume and publishing identification numbers are displayed in print magazines, this was used until around 1971. However, the trademark stopwatch did not appear in the
premiere; it won't debut until a few episodes later. Alpo dog food is the sole sponsor of the first program. [2] Don Hewitt, who has been a producer of the CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite, sought out Wallace as a stylistic contrast to Reasoner. [8] According to one of the show's
historians, the idea of this format was to make the host a reporter, to always present stories that were of national importance but focused on individuals involved with, or contrary to, those issues, and to limit the report's air time to about 13 minutes. [8] However, the early season was troubled
by a lack of trust in the network, due to the program collecting much higher rankings another CBS News documentary. As a rule, during that era, news programming during prime time lost money; networks mainly schedule public affairs programs at prime time to strengthen the prestige of
their news departments, and thus increase ratings for regular evening newscasts, which are seen by far more people than documentaries and such. 60 Minutes struggled under that stigma for its first three years. The changes on 60 Minutes came quite early in the program's history. When
Reasoner left CBS to co-anchor ABC's evening newscasts (he would return to CBS and 60 Minutes in 1978), Morley Safer joined the team in 1970, and he took over Reasoner's duties to report less aggressive stories. However, when Richard Nixon began targeting press access and
reporting, even Safer, formerly CBS News' bureau chief in Saigon and London, began conducting hard investigative reports, and during the 1970-71 season alone, 60 Minutes reported cluster bombs, the South Vietnamese Army, draft dodgers, Nigerians, middle easterners, and Northern
Irish. [9] Effects of The Prime Time Access Rules Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Norton A. Schwartz in an interview with Lara Logan, April 15, 2009. In 1971, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) introduced the Prime Time Access Rule, which exempts local network affiliates in the
top 50 markets (in practice, the entire network) from taking half an hour of prime time from the network on Mondays to Saturdays and a full hour on Sundays. Because almost all affiliates find production costs for FCC purposes intended to improve very high public affairs programming and
low ratings (and by associations, advertising revenue), making it largely unprofitable, the FCC creates exceptions for network-written news and public affairs shows. After a six-month hiatus in late 1971, CBS found a prime spot for 60 Minutes in part of that displaced time, 6 p.m.m to 7
p.m..m. Eastern (5 p.m.m to 6 p.m.m Central) on Sunday in January 1972. [9] This proved somewhat unsatisfactory, however, as to accommodate CBS broadcasts of afternoon National Football League (NFL) football games, 60 Minutes went on hiatus during the fall from 1972 to 1975 (and
the summer of 1972). This happened because football broadcasts were contractually protected from interference after NBC's infamous Heidi Bowl incident in November 1968. Despite the irregular scheduling, the program's hard-hitting reports drew a growing audience, especially during the
waning days of the Vietnam War and the gripping events of the Watergate scandal; at the time, few other major network news shows were reporting in-depth investigations to the degree conducted by 60 Minutes. Finally, during the summer of 1973 to 1975, CBS allow the program to return
to the proper main timetable, on Fridays in 1973 and Sundays two years later, in lieu of during the regular television season. It was only when the FCC returned an hour to the network on Sunday (for news or family programming), which had been taken from them four years earlier, in the
1975 amendment to the Access Rules, that CBS finally found a viable permanent timeslot for 60 Minutes. When the family-oriented drama Three for the Road ended after 12 weeks running in the fall, newsmagazine took its place at 7pm.m Eastern time (6pm.m) on December 7, 1975. It has
been airing at that time since for 45 years in 2020[update], making it not only the longest-running major time program currently in production, but also a television program (excluding daily programs such as nightly newscasts or morning news) for the longest period of a single time period of
any week in U.S. television history. [Citation needed] This move, and the addition of then-White House correspondent Dan Rather to the reporting team, made the program a powerful ratings and, ultimately, a common cultural phenomenon. It's nothing less than a stunning reversal of
historically poor ratings performances from documentary programs on network television. In 1976, 60 Minutes became the top-rated program on Sunday nights in the US. By 1979, the company had achieved #1 among all television programs in Nielsen ratings, unheard of for newscasts in
prime time. This success translates into a huge advantage for CBS; advertising rates increased from $17,000 per 30-second spot in 1975 to $175,000 in 1982. [10] The program sometimes does not start until after 19:00.m. Eastern, largely because of CBS's live broadcast of nfl games. At
the end of the NFL game, 60 Minutes will air in its entirety and suspend all subsequent programs. However, in the two westernmost time zones, 60 Minutes can always start at the scheduled time as live sports coverage ends early in the afternoon. The program's success also led CBS Sports
to schedule events (such as the final round of the Masters Tournament and the ncaa Men's Basketball Tournament's second and regional finals) leading up to 60 Minutes and the rest of the network's primetime lineup. Starting in the 2012-2013 season, to accommodate the new NFL
scheduling policy that the doubleheader's second game begins at 4:25 p.m..m., CBS changed its scheduled start time of 60 Minutes to 7:30 p.m. Eastern time for Eastern and Central Time Zone stations that receive games in that window. Start time is fixed at 19:00.m. Eastern at stations
that do not broadcast matches late in any given week. [11] 60 Minutes radio broadcasts and Internet distributions were also simulcast on several former CBS Radio flagship stations now owned by Entercom (such as KYW in Philadelphia, WCBS in New York City, WBBM in Chicago, WWJ
Detroit and KCBS in San Francisco) when it aired locally on their sister affiliate CBS Television Network; even in the Middle and East zone, the show airs at the top of the clock at 19:00.m./18:00.m. The center (banning local sports play-by-play pre-emptions and breaking news coverage) no
matter how long the show is postponed on CBS Television, resulting in radio listeners often hearing the show on those stations ahead of television broadcasts. The audio version of each ad-free broadcast began to be distributed through podcasts and the iTunes Store, starting with the
broadcast on September 23, 2007. [12] Videos from 60 Minutes (including full episodes) were also available to stream hours after the program's initial broadcast on CBSNews.com and CBS All Access. The 60 Minutes format consists of three long-form news without superimposed graphics.
There is a commercial pause between the two stories. Each story is introduced from a set with a background resembling a page from a magazine story on the same topic. The program conducts its own investigations and follows up on investigations instigated by national newspapers and
other sources. Unlike its most famous competitor 20/20, as well as traditional local and national news programs, 60 Minutes journalists never share screens with (or talk to) other 60 Minutes journalists on camera at any time. It creates a strong sense of psychological intimacy between
journalists and television viewers. Reporting tone 60 Minutes combines probing journalism from the seminal 1950s CBS series See It Now with Edward R. Murrow (the show in which Hewitt served as director for his first few years) and other personality profiles of Murrow's program, Person
to Person. In Hewitt's own words, 60 Minutes blends the higher Murrow and the lower Murrow. [13] The Point/Counterpoint segment For much of the 1970s, the program included Point/Counterpoint, where liberals and conservative commentators debated specific issues. The segment
originally featured James J. Kilpatrick representing the conservative side and Nicholas von Hoffman[14] for liberals, with Shana Alexander[15] taking over for von Hoffman after he left in 1974. [14] This segment is an innovation that captures the public imagination as a direct version of a
competing editorial. In 1979, Alexander asked Hewitt to raise a salary of $350 a week; Hewitt refused, and the segment ended. [14] Point/Counterpoint was also lampooned by the NBC comedy series Saturday Night Live, which featured Jane Curtin and Dan Aykroyd as debates, with
Aykroyd announcing the topic, Curtin making his opening statement, then Aykroyd usually replying with, Jane, you stupid whore and Curtin with Dan, your cocky ass; [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] in airplane! (1980), in which Kilpatrick's faux argued in favor of a plane crash stating they
bought their tickets, they knew what they were getting into; and in the previous sketch comedy, The Kentucky Fried Movie, in which the segment called Count/Pointercount. A similar concept was briefly revived in March this time featuring Bob Dole and Bill Clinton, former opponents in the
1996 presidential election. The pair agreed to do ten segments, called Clinton/Dole and Dole/Clinton in alternate weeks, but did not continue into the fall 2003-2004 television season. Reports indicate that the segment was considered too soft, in the previous Point/Counterpoint style, and did
not have the feistiness of Crossfire. [24] Andy Rooney's segment From 1978 to 2011, the program usually ended with comments (usually light-hearted and humorous) by Andy Rooney explaining the varied topics of import, ranging from international politics, economics, and personal
philosophy to daily life. One recurring topic is measuring the amount of coffee in a coffee can. [25] Rooney's pieces, especially one in which he referred to actor Mel Gibson as a lunatic, sometimes caused complaints from viewers. In 1990, Rooney was suspended without pay for three
months by then CBS News President David Burke, because the negative publicity around him said that too much alcohol, too much food, drugs, homosexual unions, cigarettes were all known to cause premature death. [26] He wrote an explanation letter to gay organizations after being
ordered not to do so. After just four weeks without Rooney, 60 Minutes lost 20% of its audience. CBS management later decided that it was in the network's best interest to have Rooney returned immediately. [27] Rooney published several books documenting his contributions to the
programme, including Years Of Minutes and A Few Minutes With Andy Rooney. Rooney retired from 60 Minutes, delivering his last comment on October 2, 2011, it was his 1,097th comment during his 34-year career on the programme. He died a month later on November 4, 2011. On
November 13, 2011, 60 Minutes featured an hour-long tribute to Rooney and his career, and included a rebroadcast of his last comment segment. Opening sequence The opening sequence features the cover of 60 Minutes magazine with the show's trademark, stopwatch Aristo,
interspersed with preview clips of the episode's story. The sequence ends with each correspondent and current host introducing themselves. The last host to appear (current Scott Pelley) later said, Stories tonight on 60 Minutes. When Rooney is a standout fixture, the last line is Those
Stories and Andy Rooney, tonight on 60 Minutes. Before that, and every time Rooney doesn't show up, the last line is Those Stories and more, tonight on 60 Minutes. The stopwatch counts every 60 minutes of broadcast, starting from zero at the beginning of each show. This is seen during
the order of the opening title, before each commercial pause, and at the end of the closing credits, and each time it appears it displays (in accuracy reasonable) time passed from the episode to that point. On October 29, 2006, the opening sequence changed from a black background, which
had been used to A decade, to white. Also, the gray background for aristo stopwatch on the cover turns red, the color for the title text turns white, and the stopwatch itself changes from a diagonal position that has been oriented for 31 years to an upright position. [Citation needed] Web
content videos and transcripts of 60 Minutes editions, as well as clips not included in broadcasts are available on the program's website. In September 2010, the program launched a website called 60 Minutes Overtime, where stories broadcast on air were discussed in more detail. [28] The
show previously had a partnership with Yahoo! for additional content distribution. [29] CBS Interactive released the iPad content mobile app in 2013, 60 Minutes for iPad, which allows users to watch 60 Minutes on iPad devices and access some archive footage of events. Correspondent
and host Current correspondent and commentator Lesley Stahl (host, 1991–present, co-editor) Scott Pelley (host, 2003–present) Bill Whitaker (host, 2014–present) John Dickerson (2019–present) Current part-time correspondent Anderson Cooper (2006–present) (also on CNN) Norah
O'Donnell (2015–present) Sharyn Alfonsi (2015–present) Jon Wertheim (2017–present) Former correspondent and host Harry Reasoner † (host , 1968–1970 and 1978–1991) Mike Wallace † (host), 1968–2006; emeritus 2006–2008 correspondent) Morley Safer † (part-time correspondent,
1968–1970; host, 1970–2016)[30] Dan Rather (part-time correspondent, 1968–1975; host, 1975–1981 and 2005–2006) (now on AXS TV) Ed Bradley † (part-time correspondent, 1976–1981; host, 1981–2006)[31] Diane Sawyer (part-time correspondent, 1981–1984; host, 1984–1989) (now
on ABC News) Meredith Vieira (part-time correspondent) , 1982–1985 and 1991–1993; host , 1990–1991) Bob Simon † (1996–2015)[32] Christiane Amanpour (part-time correspondent, 1996–2000; host, 2000–2005) Lara Logan (part-time correspondent, 2005–2012; host, 2012–2018)[33]
Steve Kroft (host, 1989–2019; co-editor, 2019)[34] Former part-time correspondent Walter Cronkite † (1968–1981) Charles Kuralt † (1968–1968)79) Roger Mudd (1968–1980) (retired) Bill Plante (1968–19 19)95) (retired) Eric Sevareid † (1968–1969) John Hart (1969–1975) (retired) Bob
Schieffer (1973–1973–1979)1996) Morton Dean (1975–1979) (retired) Marlene Sanders † (1978–1987) Charles Osgood (1981–1994) (retired) Forrest Sawyer (1985–1988) 7) Connie Chung (1990–1993) (retired) Paula Zahn (1990–1999) John Roberts (1992–2005) (now on Fox News
Channel) Russ Mitchell (1995–1995 1998) (present at WKYC in Cleveland) Carol Marin (1997–2002)[35] Bryant Gumbel (1998–2002) Katie Couric (2006–2011) Charlie Rose (2008–2017) Byron Pitts (2009–2013)[36] (now on ABC News) Alison Stewart (2012) Sanjay Gupta (2011–2014)
Commentator Oprah Winfrey (2017–2018) for 60 Minutes has : James J. Kilpatrick † (debat konservatif, 1971–1979) Nicholas von Hoffman † (debat liberal, 1971–1974) Shana Alexander † (liberal (liberal 1975–1979) Andy Rooney † (commentator, 1978–2011) Stanley Crouch †
(commentator, 1996) Molly Ivins † (liberal commentator, 1996) P. J. O'Rourke (conservative commentator, 1996) Bill Clinton (liberal debater, 2003) Bob Dole (conservative debater, 2003) † = Deceased Timeline Ratings and recognition Nielsen ratings Season Time Rank Rating 1968–1969
Tuesday 10:00 p.m. N/A 1969–1970 1970–1971 1971–1972 Sunday 6:00 p.m. 1972–1973 Sunday 6:00 p.m. (January–June 1973)Friday 8:00 p.m. (June–September 1973) 1973–1974 Sunday 6:00 p.m. (January–June 1974)Sunday 9:30 p.m. (July–September 1974) 1974–1975 Sunday
6:00 p.m. (September 1974 – June 1975)Sunday 9:30 p.m. (July–September 1975) 1975–1976 Sunday 7:00 p.m. 1976–1977 18 21.9[a] 1977–1978 4 24.4[b] 1978–1979 6 25.5 1979–1980 1 28.4 1980–1981 3 27.0 1981–1982 2 27.7 1982–1983 1 25.5 1983–1984 2 24.2 1984–1985 4
22.2 1985–1986 23.9 1986–1987 6 23.3 1987–1988 8 20.6 1988–1989 5 21.7 1989–1990 7 19.7 1990–1991 2 20.6 1991–1992 1 21.9 1992–1993 1993–1994 20.9 1994–1995 6 17.2 1995–1996 9 14.2 1996–1997 11 13.3 1997–1998 7 13.8 1998–1999 13.2 1999–2000 8 12.0 2000–2001
15 11.1 2001–2002 13 10.1 2002–2003 17 9.6 2003–2004 16 9.4 2004–2005 9.2[c] 2005–2006 21 9.0[d] 2006–2007 20 8.7[e] 2007–2008 17 8.4 2008–2009 14 8.9 2009–2010 17 8.4 2010–2011 12[f] 2011–2012 14 8.3 2012–2013 Sunday 7:00 p.m. OR 7:30 p.m. (if CBS has 4:25 p.m.
NFL game) 16 8.0[g] 2013–2014 17 7.7 2014–2015 7.8[h] 2015–2016 15 7.7 2016–2017 12 12.4 2017–2018 16 11.3 2018–2019 22 10.8 2019–2020 15 10.5 ^ Tied with Hawaii Five-O ^ Tied with Charlie's Angels and All in the Family ^ Tied with Law &amp; Order : Special Victim Unit ^ Tied
to a Deal or No Deal — Wednesday ^ Tied to a Shark ^ Tied to CSI: Crime Scene Investigation ^ Tied to a Criminal Mind ^ Tied with Gray Anatomy and Hawaii Five-0 By ratings, 60 Minutes is the most successful program in U.S. television history since it moved to its current timeslot in
1975. During its five seasons, the top program of the year, a feat that matched the sitcoms All in the Family and The Cosby Show, and only surpassed the reality competition series American Idol, which had been a #1 show for eight consecutive seasons from the 2003-2004 television
season to the 2010-2011 season. 60 Minutes is a top-ten show for 23 consecutive seasons (1977-2000), an unbeaten record, and has entered the Top 20 for every season since the 1976-1977 season, except for the 2005-2006 season, when it finished in #21. [37] 60 Minutes first broke into
nielsen's Top 20 during the 1976–77 season. The following season, it was the fourth most watched program, and in the 1979-1980 season, it was the number one show. [37] During the 21st century, the program remained among the top 20 programs in nielsen ratings, and the highest-rated
news magazines. [38] On November 16, 2008, an edition featuring an interview with President-elect Barack Obama, resulted in a 25.1 million viewers. [39] On October 6, 2013, 2013, (which was delayed 44 minutes that night because of the Denver Broncos-Dallas Cowboys NFL game) drew
17.94 million viewers; maintained 63% of the lead 28.32 million viewers, making it the most watched 60 Minutes broadcast since December 16, 2012. [41] On December 1, 2013, the broadcast (delayed by 50 minutes due to a Broncos-Kansas City Chiefs game) was watched by 18.09 million
viewers, maintained 66% of its NFL lead-ins (which generated 28.11 million viewers during 7 p.m.m. [42] On March 25, 2018, an edition featuring Stormy Daniels gave details about his alleged affair with President Donald Trump attracting 22.1 million viewers, the most since obama's 2008
interview. The broadcast was postponed because the NCAA men's basketball regional final on CBS between Kansas and Duke will be overtime. [44] As of June 26, 2017[update], 60 Minutes has won a total of 138 Emmy Awards, a record unsure of other primetime programs on US
television. [45] Henry Schuster's Peabody Awards at the 68th Annual Peabody Awards for 60 Minutes-Lifeline The program has won 20 Peabody Awards for segments including All in the Family, investigations into misconduct by government and military contractors; The CIA cocaine, which
uncovered the CIA's involvement in drug smuggling, Friendly Fire, a report on friendly fire incidents in the Gulf War; The Duke Rape case, an investigation into allegations of rape at an off-campus lacrosse team party in 2006, and The Killings in Haditha, an investigation into the killing of Iraqi
civilians by U.S. Marines. [46] Another award the show received the Reporter and Investigative Editor medals for their segment The Osprey, documenting a Marine covering up deadly weaknesses in a V-22 Osprey aircraft. In 1983, a report by Morley Safer, Lenell Geter's in Jail, helped free
a Texas man who was wrongly convicted and jailed for armed robbery. [48] The longest-running primetime show 60 Minutes.m currently holds the record for the longest-running program of any genre scheduled during the American network's prime time, having aired at 7:30 p.m.m eastern
time on Sundays since December 7, 1975 (though since 2012, it is officially scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Eastern time on Sundays where CBS affiliates have been late NFL games). The longer-running Meet the Press has also aired in prime time. Debuted in 1947, the program has been a
daytime program since 1965. Walt Disney's anthology television series, which premiered in 1954, and the Hallmark Hall of Fame, which has aired since 1951, have aired over 60 Minutes, but none of them have aired in prime time continuously, as 60 Minutes has done. [Citation needed]
Controversy Of this Event praised for its landmark journalism and received many awards. However, it has also been embedded in several controversies, including (in the order of appearances): Unwanted Acceleration On November 23, 1986, 60 Minutes aired a greenlit segment by by about
the Audi 5000, a popular German luxury car. The story discusses the supposed problem of unwanted acceleration when the brake pedals are pushed, with an emotional interview with six people demanding an Audi (unsuccessfully) after they crashed their car, including one woman whose
six-year-old son had been killed. In the 60 Minutes segment footage is shown from the Audi 5000 with the accelerator moving down on its own, accelerating the car. It later emerged that an expert witness employed by one of the plaintiffs modified the accelerator with a hidden device,
causing unwanted acceleration. [49] Independent investigators concluded that this unwanted acceleration was most likely due to the driver's fault, in which the driver let their foot slip off the brakes and onto the accelerator. Tests by Audi and independent journalists show that even with the
throttle wide open, the car will only stall if the brakes are actually used. [50] The incident devastated Audi's sales in the United States, which had not rebounded for 15 years. The initial incident that prompted the report was found by the National Highway Traffic Safety administration and
Transport Canada had been caused by an operator error, in which the car's owner had pressed the accelerator pedal instead of the brake pedal. CBS issued a partial withdrawal, without acknowledging the test results from the government agencies involved. [51] Years later, Dateline NBC,
a rival to 60 Minutes, was found guilty of similar tactics regarding the integrity of General Motors' pickup truck fuel tanks. [52] In February 1989, 60 Minutes aired a report by the Natural Resources Defense Council claiming that the use of daminozide (Alar) on apples presents an
unacceptably high health risk to consumers. Apple's sales fell and CBS sued unsuccessfully by apple growers. [53] Alar was subsequently banned for use on food crops in the U.S. by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Werner Erhard On March 3, 1991, 60 Minutes broadcast
Werner Erhard, who handled controversies involving Erhard's personal and business life. A year after the 60 Minutes piece aired, Erhard filed a lawsuit against CBS, claiming that the broadcast contained several false, misleading and defamatory statements about him. One month after filing
the suit, Erhard filed for dismissal. [54] Erhard later told Larry King in an interview that he dropped the lawsuit after receiving legal advice telling him that to win it, he had to prove not only that CBS knew the allegations were false but also that CBS acted with malice. [55] After many
independent journalists exposed factual untruths and inaccuracies in the story[56][57] the segment was removed by CBS from its archives, with a disclaimer: This segment was removed over CBS News for legal or copyright reasons. [58] Brown &amp;amp; Williamson In 1995, former Vice
President Brown &amp; Williamson for Research and Development Jeffrey Wigand provided provided to 60 Minutes producer Lowell Bergman that B&amp;amp; W has systematically concealed the health risks of their cigarettes (see transcription). Furthermore, it is suspected that B&amp;W
has introduced foreign agents (such as fiberglass and ammonia) with the intention of increasing the effects of nicotine. Bergman began producing pieces based on information, but ran into opposition from Don Hewitt who, along with CBS lawyers, feared a billion-dollar lawsuit from Brown
and Williamson for malicious interference because it prompted Wigand to violate his non-disclosure agreement. A number of people at CBS will benefit from the sale of CBS to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, including cbs' chief attorney and CBS News. Also, because of the interview,
cbs President Laurence Tisch's son (who also controls Lorillard Tobacco) is among those from big tobacco companies at risk of being caught committing perjury. Out of hesitation, The Wall Street Journal broke Wigand's story. The 60 Minutes piece eventually aired with substantially altered
content and reduced to some of the most damning evidence against B&amp;W. The exposé of the incident was published in an article in Marie Brenner's Vanity Fair, titled The Man Who Knew Too Much. [59] The New York Times wrote that the traditions of Edward R. Murrow and 60
Minutes themselves were diluted in the process,[60] although the newspaper revised the quote slightly, suggesting that 60 Minutes and CBS had betrayed Edward R. Murrow's legacy. The incident turned into a seven-time Oscar-nominated feature film called The Insider, directed by Michael
Mann and starring Russell Crowe as Wigand, Al Pacino as Bergman, and Christopher Plummer as Mike Wallace. Wallace denounced his portrayal as inaccurate to his stance on the issue. In 1997, 60 Minutes alleged that agents of the U.S. Customs Service ignored drug trafficking across
the Mexico-United States border in San Diego. [62] The only evidence is a note apparently written by Rudy Camacho, who is the head of the San Diego branch office. According to the memo, CBS alleges that Camacho has allowed trucks belonging to certain companies to cross the border
without being unimpeded. Mike Horner, a former Customs Service employee, had forwarded the memo to 60 Minutes, and even provided a copy with an official stamp. Camacho was not consulted about the piece, and his career was doomed in the near future because his own department
placed suspicions on him. In the end, it turned out that Horner had falsified documents in retaliation for his treatment of the Customs Service. Camacho sued CBS and settled for an undisclosed amount of money in damages. Hewitt was forced to issue a recall in the air. [63] Kennewick Man
Legal battle between archaeologists and the Umatilla tribe above the skeleton, dubbed the Kennewick Man, was reported by 60 Minutes on October 25, 1998, in which the Umatilla tribe reacted The tribe considers the segment highly biased in favor of scientists, cutting important arguments,



such as the explanation of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. [66] The report focused heavily on racial political controversy and also added inflammatory arguments, such as questioning the legitimacy of Native American sovereignty[65] – much of the segment's
racial focus was later reported to be unfounded and/or misinterpreted. [66] Timothy McVeigh On March 12, 2000, 60 Minutes aired an interview with Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh. By then, McVeigh had been found guilty and sentenced to death for the april 1995 bombing of the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building, and the subsequent deaths of 168 people. On the program, McVeigh was given the opportunity to vent against the government. [67] Following the program, a federal policy called the Special Confinement Unit Media Policy was enacted prohibiting face-to-
face interviews with death row inmates. [68] A federal inmate challenged the policy in Hammer v. Ashcroft, where the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit upheld the prison policy. In March 2010, the United States Supreme Court refused to hear an appeal in the case, and a policy
restricting media access for death row inmates remained in effect. CBS declined to show the entire interview, and did not state a reason. [69] Viacom/CBS cross-promotion In recent years, the program has been accused of promoting books, films, and interviews with celebrities published or
promoted by the sister business of media conglomerate Viacom (which owned CBS from 2000 to 2005 and since 2019; both of the company's shares since 2000 are majority owned by National Amusements even during their fourteen-year separation) and publisher Simon & Schuster
(which remained part of CBS Corporation after CBS/Viacom split in 2005 and continued after the merger with Viacom), without disclosing journalistic conflicts of interest to viewers. [70] Killian documented the controversy of the main article: Killian documented the Controversy of The Killian
document involving six documents critical of President George W. Bush's service in the Texas Air National Guard from 1972 to 1973. These four documents were presented as authentic in Wednesday's broadcast of 60 Minutes which aired on September 8, 2004, less than two months before
the 2004 presidential election, but it was later discovered that CBS had failed to authenticate the documents. Furthermore, some typewriter and typography experts concluded the document was a forgery, as were some media sources. No forensic document inspector or typography expert
authenticates the document, which may not be possible without the original document. The document provider, Lt. Col. Bill Burkett, claimed to have burned the original document after sending a copy of the fax to CBS. [Citation needed] The whole incident became a feature film called Truth.
The Internet Is episodes and photos of fake hackers On March 29, 2009, a segment titled Internet Is Infected aired on 60 Minutes, which featured an interview with Don Jackson, a data protection professional for SecureWorks. Jackson himself stated in the program that part of [his] job is
getting to know the enemy. However, during the interview, Jackson showed photos of Finnish top-level comprehensive school students and mis-identified them as Russian hackers. [71] In the photo, one of the children wears a jacket with a Finnish Coat of Arms on it. Another wore a hat that
clearly had the logo of Karjala, a Finnish beer brand, on it. The principal in Taivalkoski confirmed that the photo was taken at the school about five years before the program was broadcast. [72] The origin of the photo is unknown, but it is widely known in Finland, having originally been
posted to finnish social networking site IRC-Galleria in the early 2000s. It's spread throughout the Finnish internet community, and even comes from some patriotic (but deliberately misspelled) mock site. [73] 60 Minutes later issued corrections and apologies on air. [when?] The Next
Benghazi report for the 2012 Benghazi attacks, 60 Minutes aired a report by correspondent Lara Logan on October 27, 2013, in which British military contractor Dylan Davies, identified by CBS under the pseudonym Morgan Jones, described racing into the Benghazi compound hours after
the main attack ended, scaling a 12-foot wall and knocking down a lone fighter with the buttocks He also claimed to have visited the Benghazi hospital earlier that night where he saw the body of Ambassador Christopher Stevens. In the days after the report, Davies' personal actions were
challenged. [74] The FBI, which has interviewed Davies several times and considers him a credible source,[75] said the account Davies gave them was different from what he told 60 Minutes. Davies stood by his story,[76] but inconsistencies eventually prompted 60 Minutes to conclude it
was a mistake to include Davies in their report and a correction was issued. [77] After the correction, a journalistic review was conducted by Al Ortiz, executive director of CBS News standards and practices. He determined that red flags about Davies' account were missed. Davies had told
the programme and wrote in his book that he was telling an alternative version of his actions to his employer, who he said had demanded that he stay inside his Benghazi villa when the attack unfolded. An alternative version was shared with US authorities and 60 Minutes could not prove
the story Davies told them was true. [79] Davies' book, The Embassy House, was published two days after the 60 Minutes report, by Threshold Editions, part of CBS' Simon and Schuster unit. It was withdrawn shelf once 60 Minutes issued the correction. [80] On November 26, 2013, Lara
Logan was forced to take time off due to a mistake Benghazi report. [79] The NSA's report on December 15, 2013, 60 Minutes aired a report on the National Security Agency (NSA) that was widely criticized[81] as false[82] and a puff piece. [84] This story was reported by John Miller, who
had worked in the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. The Tesla car manufacturer's March 30, 2014, 60 Minutes report presents the story of Tesla's Model S luxury electric car, with Scott Pelley conducting an interview with CEO Elon Musk about the car brand as well as his
company SpaceX. Within a day, the automotive blog site Jalopnik reported that the sound that accompanied the recording of the car displayed during the actual story was heard from the traditional gasoline engine dubbed over the recording, in fact the electric car did not make such a sound.
[85] CBS released a statement explaining that the sound was the result of an audio editing error, and later removed the sound from the online version of the piece. However, several news outlets, as well as Jalopnik himself, expressed doubts over the authenticity of this explanation, noting
similar scandals involving Tesla Motors and the New York Times in 2013. [87] Following the resignation of CBS news chief Les Moonves, investigations into sexual harassment at CBS, including 60 Minutes, uncovered evidence of a long-running sexual harassment problem stemming from
the behavior of producers Jeff Fager and Don Hewitt. [88] The main 60 Minutes spin-off has created a number of spin-offs over the years. The Main Article 30 Minutes: 30 Minutes (TV program) 30 Minutes is a newsmagazine aimed at children patterned after 60 Minutes, aired as the last
program in CBS' Saturday morning lineup from 1978 to 1982. The film was directed by Christopher Glenn (who also served as the voice actor for the interstitial program In the News and was an anchor on the CBS Radio Network), along with Betsy Aaron (1978–1980) and Betty Ann Bowser
(1980–1982). 60 Minutes More 60 Minutes More is a spin-off that lasted for one season from 1996 to 1997. These episodes feature popular stories from the past that are expanded with updates to the original story. Each episode features these three segments. [90] In 1999, the second
edition of 60 Minutes began in the United States, titled 60 Minutes II. The edition was later renamed 60 Minutes for the fall of 2004 in an attempt to sell it as a high-quality program, as some sarcastically referred to it as 60 Minutes, CBS News Jr. president Andrew Heyward said, roman figure
II created some confusion on the part of viewers and suggested a watered-down version. [91] However, the widely known controversy that came to be known as Rathergate, regarding the report that aired on September 8, 2004, led to another name change. The program retitled 60 Minutes
Wednesday to distinguish himself or to avoid tarnishing the Sunday edition, such as its editions independent of each other. The film returns to its original Roman numeral title on July 8, 2005, when the program moves to Friday in the 20.m 00 Eastern Time slot to complete its run. The show
aired its last broadcast on September 2, 2005. 60 Minutes on CNBC In 2011, CNBC began airing its own 60 Minutes spin-off, called 60 Minutes on CNBC. Hosted by Lesley Stahl and Steve Kroft, the film airs the latest business-related reports seen on the original broadcast and offers
footage that was not included when the segment first aired. 60 Minutes Sports: 60 Minutes Sports Main Article In 2013, cbs showtime's premium television network premiered 60 Minutes Sports, a monthly spin-off focused on sports-related stories and classic interviews from the show's
archives. The personality from CBS Sports also contributed to this program. The spin-off is considered a competitor to HBO's Real Sports, and was cancelled in January 2017. [93] 60 on June 6, 2020, the show was launched 60 in 6 on Quibi, featuring the original weekly 6-minute program.
Correspondents are Enrique Acevedo, Seth Doane, Wesley Lowery, and Laurie Segall. [96] It was originally announced for launch in April 2020. [97] On June 21, 2020, Seth Doane covered the exposure of COVID-19 in a piece titled CBS News Battles COVID-19. [98] It noted that CBS
News flew in staff, including those located in Seattle and Rome in early March 2020 to begin filming promotional materials for 60 in 6. This brought COVID-19 positive individuals into close contact with CBS employees and resulted in the closure of several manhattan-based buildings,
including the CBS Broadcast Center. [99] On the 25th anniversary edition of Minutes 25's 60th anniversary in 1993, Charles Kuralt interviewed Don Hewitt, an active correspondent, several former correspondents, and revisited famous stories and celebrities. The international version of
Australia's 60 Minutes (Australian TV program) 60 Minutes premiered on February 11, 1979. It still airs every Sunday night at 7.30pm .m. on the Nine Network and affiliates. Although the Nine Network owns the rights to the format, in 2007[update], the Nine network did not own the rights to
the story of the US program, which was owned by rival 10 News Australia following the acquisition of Network Ten by CBS in 2017. Nevertheless, stories from the flagship 60 Minutes program in the US are often aired on Australian programs by subleasing them from Ten. In 1981, 60
Minutes won a Logie Award for their investigation into a deadly offence at Chelmsford psychiatric hospital in Sydney. [101] In mid-1980s Germany, an edited (about 30-minute) version of the US broadcast edition of 60 Minutes, titled 60 Minutes: CBS im Dritten (60 Minutes: CBS on Channel
3) was temporarily shown on West German television. This version English-language soundtrack from the original, but also featuring German subtitles. New New Main article: 60 Minutes (New Zealand TV program) New Zealand version of 60 Minutes has been on national television since
1989, when it was originally launched on TV3. In 1992, the rights were acquired by TVNZ, which began broadcasting it in 1993. The network aired the program for nine years before dropping it in 2002 for its own program, titled Sunday, which is currently the highest-rated current affairs show
broadcast on New Zealand television, followed by 20/20. 60 Minutes was broadcast by rival network TV3, before switching to Sky Television's Prime channel in 2013, when the contract changed hands. Portugal The original program was shown in Portugal on SIC Notícias with introductory
and concluding comments by journalist Mário Crespo. Chile's National Broadcast News Program (TVN), the country's public television network, was named 60 Minutos (60 Minutes) from 1975 to 1988, but it has no connection to the U.S. version and no investigative reporting. [Citation
needed] Other versions of this Section do not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to trusted sources. Unwarranted material may be challenged and removed. (August 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) The Mexican version,
featuring Juan Ruiz Healy serving as anchor, aired in the late 1970s and 1980s. The Peruvian version aired in the early 1980s, called 60 Minutos. However, in the late 1980s there was also a series of similarly named, but not related to the series produced by CBS News. In 2004, Brazil's
Rede Bandeirantes planned a licensed local version, but the plan was cancelled. Reruns of 60 Minutes interview edits have aired on various cable channels in the United States, including TV Land and ESPN Classic. In Thailand, 60 Minutes (Thailand) was broadcast on TV 9 (from 1995 to
1997) and BBTV Channel 7 (from 2002 to 2003). In Catalonia, 60 Minutes has been broadcast by TV3 (Catalonia) for 27 seasons. See also This Hour Has Seven Days, and W5 which both pre-dated 60 Minutes by several years, similar in journalistic style and Reference format ^ Announced
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